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In this book, Janette Gleason reveals information on her stressed-out life as a stay-at-home
mother with three small children, shares the suffering of the discovery that her son has autism,
and confesses the struggles to keep her family-owned small company afloat. She recounts the
defining second that changed her life forever and recognizes the software company that
gave her the tools, knowledge, and support she had a need to find her accurate passion.
Yearning for even more, Janette wanted to gain control of her lifestyle and to look for a more
fulfilling feeling of purpose. As she entered in to the part of Mompreneur, Janette expresses her
joy in having the best of both worlds as a successful entrepreneur and the mom she always
wanted to be.
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Down to earth, cherished hearing Janette's Trip to success! This book was an extremely easy
read and really many families can relate, real people just trying to make it. After that It Swelled
with Pride Janette and Joe are a wonderful few and I'm jealous of their family members and
love for each other. In the book Janette talks of her journey to mompreneur as if the reader is
an older friend seated at her kitchen table catching through to what been heading on since
their last visit. This easy to read book gives me motivation. Any family going right through these
encounters can study from Janette's journey.Not really excepting how the establishment wished
to educate an autistic child is another lesson for all families with autistic kids.The final two
elements of the book coping with business and personal transformation are inspirational.
Implementing successful follow up strategies with a software tool to save a business during its
darkest hour illustrates how a business owner comes through when their back is definitely
against the wall. The writer must be a genuine entrepreneur.Learning how exactly to balance
working multiple businesses and being a great mom teaches a lot more lessons about handling
success. Joe and Jeanette's story is an motivation to all who have a fire within their belly to
have it all, a family with unwavering love and commitment to one another as well as a
successful business. Great Existence and Business Lessons This four part book has great life and
business lessons for both women and men. I am amazed by you! We are also dealing with a
special needs child. You feel so alone if you are heading thru that. Additionally you feel as if
people are judging you. When someone like Janette writes a book about these issues it helps
you are feeling like your not by yourself after all.When she speaks of her achievement it gives us
hope that their is a light by the end of the tunnel.I'm grateful she wrote this book and I'll keep
my eye out on her behalf next one.ALL THE BEST and God Bless Proud to be a MOMpreneur
We had the privilege of hearing Janette speak at InfusionCon13 a couple weeks back. On the
flight house, after organizing the notes I had written at the meeting, I treated myself to reading
"Confessions of a MOMpreneur". So much of my life resembled Janette's experiences. I love that
this book is the heart and soul of the author. I too began my business when I experienced 3
small children at home and often felt like I got the very best of both worlds. My life has since
changed significantly. Having said that I feel I could be objective. My wife has her own start
up business which book displays that it could be done. Enlightening I go through Confessions
of a Mompreneur in one day. I am most appreciative of Janette sharing her personal story and
the lessons learned on the way. I'm not really jealous of their trials in existence. Let me first state
that I am very biased concerning this book and it's author. I am Janette's husband. My hubby
(and family members breadwinner) passed on 5 years back and my child was killed in
Afghanistan 3 years ago. I love how open up and honest you are in informing your tale. There
are tales in the book that I didn't even know you were going right through. The publication got
me on a trip of tears, laughter, hope, love, frustration, compassion, and inspiration. I think there
are several families with children that have autism which will relate. Mompreneur. Which can be
something I resonate with! I do not understand how you perform all that you perform! After
reading Janette's journey, I right now understand that I am prepared and quite with the
capacity of having my business support my children financially. Coping with 3 kids, one with
autism, is definitely hard on every mother. My Heart Broke & An excellent pick me up My wife got
a copy of the book and I decided to provide it a read. Dealing with these challenges while
living with severe depression takes a unique person. As a previous educator, she allowed me to
see how the abilities I possessed as a instructor could be used in parenting and in business.
My business offers supported me emotionally, but not financially these past couple of years. As
a business proprietor I resonate together with your enthusiasm for your business and clients all



while you take treatment of your family.
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